We propose an assembly algorithm Barnacle for sequences generated by the clone-based approach. We illustrate our approach by assembling the human genome. Our novel method abandons the original physical-mapping-first framework. As we show, Barnacle more effectively resolves conflicts due to repeated sequences. The latter is the main difficulty of the sequence assembly problem. Inaddition, we are able to detect inconsistencies in the underlying data. We present and compare our results on the December 2001 freeze of the public working draft of the human genome with NCBI's assembly (Build 28).
One is GigAssembler (Kent and Haussler 2001) from UC Santa Cruz and the other is an unpublished NCBI's algorithm (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/human/). The fingerprintbased physical map, which was constructed by manually editting the initial automated fingerprint assembly (The International Human Genome Mapping Consortium 2001), was employed by
GigAssembler to assist in the sequence assembly, although the clone ordering was only roughly determined in the map (Kent and Haussler 2001) . NCBI does not make use of the fingerprint map (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/HsFAQ.html#diffassemblies).(Remark: NCBI's algorithm was said to be modified to use the hand-curated Tiling Path Files since Build 29.) Instead, several STS marker maps were used for chromosome assignments. Both algorithms are based on greedy approaches to assemble sequences in which the best overlap is assembled first, where best is defined by some score functions used to assign weights for overlaps. Since the genome is highly repetitive, these score functions are unlikely to yield the true assembly (Bailey et al. 2001) . Without the fingerprint clone contig to have BACs restricted to, the NCBI algorithm first formulates a Maximal Interval Subgraph (MIS) problem to obtain a BAC ordering and then assembles the sequences of overlapping BACs. This approach is natural given the history of the Genome Project, with its original physical-mapping-first approach. However, this top-down approach suffers from the fact that if a BAC is misplaced, the mistake in the assembly is unrecoverable.
In this paper, we propose an assembler Barnacle for the clone-based sequences augmented with chromosome-assignment, thus we use the same input data as NCBI. Part of the novelty of our approach is to assemble the genome bottom-up, without making use of fingerprint-based physical map of the clones. That is, we use extensive sequence-level overlaps to suggest BAC overlaps.
As we will explain in the discussion section, the clone-overlaps inferred from the sequences are more informative than from the fingerprint data. In other words, this approach allows us to order BACs with higher confidence. Also, unlike the use of score functions to attempt to resolve the repeat problem, our way of resolving the repeat problem by considering the consistency of overlaps and the interval graph formalism is mathematically justifiable. In addition, this enables us to detect inconsistencies in the underlying data. We remark that this error detection feature does not exist in the other algorithms. Finally, we remark that the idea of our algorithm can be naturally extended when additional information, such as low-copy repeated sequences are available.
A separate work (Choi et al. 2002a ) of modifying Barnacle to incorporate a segmental duplication database ) is in preparation (Choi et al. 2002b ).
Details of Input
In this section, we describe the input for Barnacle, which includes the sequence information of BACs and fragments, overlap information and orientation information.
BACs and fragments
A BAC consists of a contiguous stretch of DNA from a chromosome. The associated data with each BAC consists of the estimated length of the BAC, the phase of the BAC, the number of fragments, each fragment's sequence and the chromosome of the BAC, if assigned. Table 1 shows an example of BAC AC002092.1 with estimated length 95456bp has four fragments. Fragment AC002092.1˜1 is the sequence from 1 to 888 in the GenBank record of AC002092.1. Notice that we do not know the actual sequence of each BAC but we know the sequence of each of its fragments, which are the preassemblies of the shotgun reads of the BAC produced by some assemblers, such as PHRAP (Green, unpublished).
Depending on the raw data coverage, BACs are categorized into three phases. Phases 1 and 2 are the draft sequences; phase 3 comprises the finished sequences. For a phase 1 BAC, the fragments of the BAC are not necessarily disjoint, and the order and orientation of fragments are in general unknown. For a phase 2 BAC, the fragments are disjoint and the order of fragments is known. A phase 3 BAC is a finished sequence, i.e. only one fragment. In addition, for some phase 1 BACs, some partial fragment order information and end fragment information are also available.
Overlap Information
Based on local alignments of all fragment sequences against all fragment sequences, we further process two types of valid overlaps between fragments: dovetail overlap and complete containment (see Fig. 1 ). The sequence identity of the overlaps has to be at least 97% and end-allowed-error (as shown in Fig. 1 ) is taken to be 350bp for finished sequences and min{10% of the fragment length, 1000}bp otherwise.
Also, according to the annotation of some finished sequences, some overlaps are generated.
These are called nt-pairs. These overlaps include 0bp overlaps, i.e., the fragments do not overlap but are consecutive to each other. The nt-pairs are supposed to be true overlaps if the annotations are correct and they are generated accordingly.
Orientation Information
There are additional sequences from paired-end plasmid reads. These sequences are aligned against all fragment sequences. Based on these alignments, the relative orientation of fragment pairs is obtained as input.
Results and the comparison with the public assembly 
Input of the December 2001 freeze
The sequence information with chromosome assignments, local alignments of all-against-all fragment sequences, local alignments of all fragment sequences against plasmid reads sequences were provided by NCBI. We further processed these local alignments to generate valid fragment pair overlaps and relative orientation of fragment pairs. The details of the December 2001 freeze are shown in Table 2 .
Results on the December 2001 freeze
We assemble 219, 031 non-singleton fragments into 12726 subcontigs, with length 2.51 Gbp. From these subcontigs, we obtain a clone graph of 33929 BACs in 2195 connected components, which consists of 23145 BACs in 2052 interval connected components and 1078 BACs in 143 non-interval connected components. Upon resolving non-interval components, 139 problematic BACs, which are either suspicious chimeras or contains unidentified repeats, are removed. The result is 33722 nonsingleton BACs in 2443 interval components, as shown in Table 3 . We remove 8189 (= 259230 − 251041) fragments based on our FN detection which indicates the fragments should be contained in some subcontigs.
A graphical display of the assembly of December 2001 freeze of the working draft of the human genome is available at (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~vchoi).
Comparison with NCBI's assembly
We compare our results with NCBI's assembly on December 2001 freeze (see Table 4 ). The 29537 (= 251928 − 222391) fragments were absent from NCBI's build for reasons we do not know. To further measure the quality of the assembly, we introduce the definition of warp = assembled BAC length estimated BAC length , which is the ratio of the assembled BAC length over the estimated BAC length. See Table 5 for the comparison. There are 1016 BACs in our assembly with assembled BAC length more than 250 Kbp (the longest one is 732, 527 bp), while there are 3786 such BACs (with the longest one 19, 436, 525 bp) in NCBI's assembly. We conjecture that the number would be even worse if they had not thrown away the 29K fragments. Note that while it is true that the warped BACs are misassembled, it is not necessary that the non-warped BACs are correctly assembled. Indeed, the suspicious chimeric BACs we detected are usually non-warped in NCBI's assembly because of the way their assembly is done. To measure the accuracy of the assembly, it is important to understand the method or the algorithm of the assembly.
Discussion
Our algorithm is very efficient. It takes 3 minutes on a Pentium III (933 MHz) computer to assemble the public working draft of the human genome after preprocessing to the input format as described.
For the same step, GigAssembler takes about two hours on a cluster of 100 Pentium III CPUs. We only know it takes less than one day by NCBI's assembler but do not know the actual time. Most importantly, unlike the other two algorithms, Barnacle is based on a mathematically justifiable (see section Methods for details) approach for assembling the sequences. The algorithm not only can detect the inconsistency of underlying data but also can be well adapted to many situations which may arise as the technology changes and more data becomes available (for example, see (Choi et al. 2002b) ).
Also, we would like to note that another advantage of our algorithmic approach is that we make better use of the available data. As it was also pointed out in (Myers 1999), the clone-overlaps inferred from the sequences are more informative than from the fingerprint data. While the NCBI algorithm does not make use of the fingerprint-map as GigAssembler does, the way NCBI makes use of the fragment overlaps to infer the clone overlaps is in the traditional, less informative physicalmapping clone overlap fashion. More precisely, in physical-mapping, one only knows whether two clones overlap by some common fingerprints, rather than at which ends they overlap, while such information is explicit in the fragment overlaps. See Figure 2 for this important distinction. In particular, NCBI formulates a Maximal Interval Subgraph (MIS) problem (which is NP-hard) to obtain a clone ordering, where the weight of a clone-overlap is the summation of weights of all the corresponding fragment pairs, which are assigned by some score functions. In contrast, we first "conservatively" assemble fragments, which uses the full information of fragment overlaps (and not just whether two fragments overlap), and then infer the clone overlaps from these subassemblies.
It is worthwhile to point out that it is theoretically impossible to assemble the true assembly based only on the sequence overlap information, although the way we resolve the repeat problem is justified by considering the consistency of overlaps and the interval graph formalism. Indeed the assemblies are far from perfect. For example, the assemblies of those "warped" BACs whose assembled length is greater than 250Kb are obviously incorrect. These misassemblies might be largely due to undetected FNs, or they might be due to over-collapse of repetitive regions, which do not destroy the interval graph property; for example, repeats which occur at one end of contigs due to the lack of coverage or repeats which are longer than an entire BAC. More biological information is needed to resolve these cases. For instance, the 500Kb inverted repeat on chromosome Y is resolved by using the annotation of sequences in the GenBank. Also, the detected suspicious errors, which include chimeras, chromosome misassignments, wrong annotation of some finished sequences and fragment misassemblies need further follow-up and verification by the sequencing centers. We believe that in order to achieve a high-quality assembly, an iterative process involving collaboration with the sequencing centers is necessary.
An original goal of the Human Genome Project is to provide an accurate reference sequence of the euchromatic portions of all human chromosomes (Collins et at. 1998) and it is essential for an assembler to resolve repeats correctly in order to achieve accurate results (Eichler 2001) . It is our hope that future (automated) assemblers for clone-based sequences of whole genomes (including other higher organisms, such as mouse, maize and rice etc.) will be developed and improve on this well justified framework. Since the human genome project, new sequencing strategies have been developed, e.g., hybrid of clone-based and whole-genome shotgun. Nevertheless, we believe researchers can benefit from the algorithmic skills to develop the new assemblers. The source code of Barnacle is freely availabe at (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~vchoi).
Methods
Before we describe the idea behind our algorithm, we introduce some terminology.
We say an overlap is true if the fragments are from the overlapping segments of the genome, otherwise the overlap is repeat-induced ( The assembly problem would be straightforward if we could divine all true overlaps, i.e., if the data of overlaps were noise-free. The key objective is thus to clean up the noise as much as possible and assemble the fragments according to the true overlaps.
Observe that for an overlap to be true, it is necessary for the overlap to be "consistent" (Fig. 4) .
However, "consistency" is not sufficient for a true overlap. There might be some consistent but repeat-induced overlaps, which are due to either the lack of coverage or long repeats (Fig. 5 ). We call a consistent but repeat-induced overlap a consistent repeat-induced overlap, otherwise we call it an inconsistent repeat-induced overlap.
A contig (subcontig resp.) is a contiguous region that is covered by a set of overlapping BACs (fragments resp.).
The basic idea behind our algorithm is illustrated in Figure 6 and Table 6 shows the high level description of the algorithm. In following, we outline the idea of each step. The details of the implementation of the algorithm are described in (Choi 2001 )(http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~vchoi).
"Conservatively" assemble fragments into subcontigs. First, we assemble consistent overlapping fragments into subcontigs. Before we describe the algorithmic implementation, we introduce some terminology. A fragment is called a subfragment if the fragment is completely contained in another fragment, otherwise the fragment is maximal. Making use of the maximality property of the latter, we efficiently identify and assemble consistent overlapping maximal fragments (once again readers are invited to read (Choi 2001) seconds on a Pentium III computer.
We then deduce clone-overlaps from these subcontigs: two clones overlap if and only if there is at least one fragment pair of the corresponding clones overlapping in a subcontig. Then the conflicting overlaps are resolved according to the clone-overlaps (Fig. 7) . Unlike the use of score functions to resolve conflicts, we are making use of the BAC information of fragments and use the assembly obtained by consistent overlaps to resolve inconsistent overlaps. This approach is well justified because the consistent overlaps, which are necessary condition for true overlaps, give a good indication whether two BACs overlaps or not. Note that it is this approach that allow us to naturally make use of the segmental duplication database without substantial changing the algorithm.
As mentioned before, these subcontigs might still contain some consistent repeat-induced overlaps.
Detect and remove consistent repeat-induced overlaps and chimeric clones. We use the linear structure of the chromosome to detect the consistent repeat-induced overlaps. The linear structure of the sequence would be destroyed if the repeat-induced overlaps were used (Fig. 8a) (Fig. 9a) . In other words, if the corresponding clone graph is not interval, the assembly is incorrect. For example, BAC AC019248 in NCBI's Build 28 is misassembled (Fig. 9b) . By resolving the non-interval connected components of the clone graph, we detect and remove suspicious repeat-induced overlaps and chimeric clones (Fig. 8b) . Instead of resorting to the NP-hard Maximal Interval Subgraph problem, which does not characterize the real biology, to get an interval graph, we design an efficient algorithm for resolving the non-interval graph (see Table 7 for the idea). The interval representation (and hence the ordering) of clones is obtained from the resulting interval clone graph by a linear-time interval graph recognition algorithm (Corneil et al. 2001 ).
Orient and order subcontigs. According to the interval representation of clones, subcontigs are ordered and the orientation of "long" subcontigs is determined. According to the ordering of clones, we orient subcontigs by flipping such that the ranks of BACs in each subcontig are in non-decreasing order, and assign coordinates to subcontigs so that they can be ordered by sorting according to these coordinates lexicographically. Note that our interval representation of clones is quite informative in that most of the subcontigs can be ordered unambiguously according to this reliable information. Thus we do not need to employ the quite noisy and uncertain information from plasmid reads, ESTs and mRNAs to order the subcontigs, as does GigAssembler, which resorted to the Bellman-Ford algorithm for testing the feasibilities of the information. Also, the interval representation allows us to detect FNs while ordering subcontigs. First observe that the corresponding end BACs of the adjacent subcontigs must be either the same or overlapping (Fig. 10a) . We call this necessary condition the adjacency condition. Accordingly, when some subcontigs cannot be ordered such that they satisfy the adjacency condition, it indicates that there might be FNs (Fig. 10b) . To further verify the identification of the FNs, we aligned the involved fragments with their overlapping clones. Examining these alignments reveals the several possible causes, which include the consequences of repeat-masking, low accuracy of some draft sequences, chimeric fragments or fragment misassemblies and polymorphism. On the other hand, some subcontigs might be ties in which the adjacency condition is always satisfied for any permutation of them. In other words, the information is not sufficient to determine their order. In this case, we employ some additional information to break these ties.
Adjust the ordering and correct the orientation of the subcontigs using additional information. The additional information includes the identification of the end fragments of BACs, as well as, the partial order of some fragments. For each BAC which has end fragment information, i.e., one or two fragments, first according to their current position in the contig, we determine which one is the left end fragment and which one is the right end fragment.
Then we orient the fragments so that they are the extreme fragments of the BAC. To ensure the reliability of the information, these adjustments (order and orientation) are always subject to the adjacency condition, i.e., whether we can adjust the order and orientation according to the information such that the adjacency condition is still satisfied. Similarly, the adjustments are being done for each group of the ordered fragments.
Finally, the relative orientation of fragment pairs generated from plasmid reads are used to orient the subcontigs which are not "long" enough to have been determined. According to the interval representation of clones, one can determine how confident the orientation of subcontigs is. For example, for the subcontigs which are long enough so that the smallest BAC and the largest BAC are not overlapping in the subcontig, the correctness of the orientation is sure. The relative orientation of fragment pairs generated from plasmid reads are used to orient the unsure subcontigs. For each unsure subcontig, we organize all its relative orientations into a list of agreeing subcontigs and a list of disagreeing subcontigs. We then progressively change the orientation of unsure subcontigs such that the number of disagreeing subcontigs is minimized. Suspicious chimeric BACs. Left, the problematic region occurs in the middle of a pair of contigs, the BAC is the most suspicious chimera. Right, when the problematic region occurs at one end of one contig, it is difficult to tell that it is due to a repeat or whether the BAC is chimeric. To ensure the quality, the BAC is removed. The scheme employed by NCBI to assign a chromosome to a BAC is based on:
Figure Legends
• STS: presence of at least 2 STS markers that have themselves been mapped to the same chromosome;
• GenBank: annotation on the submitted GenBank record;
Otherwise, the chromosome of the BAC is Unknown.
The chromosome assignments are summarized as below: 
